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Introducing high-quality, low-voltage lighting,  
hand-picked to integrate. Turn your outdoor  

project into a masterpiece.

HK LIGHTING
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Integrating Excellence
We bring the same promise  
that we’ve kept with professional 
lighting designers—a fusion  
of timeless design, unparalleled 
quality, and enduring 
performance.

Hand-picked for Custom Integration   
We’ve carefully selected a collection of outdoor lighting 
fixtures designed to elevate residential landscapes, 
making them the perfect choice for both discerning 
integrators and homeowners.

Elevate the Everyday 
Paint with light to focus attention and accentuate 
natural beauty. Our lighting seamlessly integrates 
with your chosen controls, guaranteeing 
synchronized and elevated experiences for both 
residents and guests.
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Beyond Illumination
We design our fixtures to see the light, not the 
fixture. Our light quality and projection goes 
farther. The low field-angle reflector design puts 
light where you want it and eliminates hot spots 
near mounting. Our fully adjustable Glare Shield 
provides additional light and focused control. 

Intelligent Design 
-   Flexible swivel/lock system provides maximum rotation 

for exceptional adjustably and durability

-   Modular LED engine and lamp design ensures lights can 
easily change and adapt with your outdoor environment.

-   Thoughtfully designed weep holes keep standing water 
and debris from affecting performance 

-  Easy to open and service, stays water tight

Lifelong Performance 
With premium materials and years of design 
expertise, we ensure our lights withstand 
environmental effects and the test of time.

FEATURES

•    Machined from solid aircraft grade (6061-T6), corrosion resistant 
aluminum, then anodized and powder coated to create a highly 
durable, marine grade finish. 

•  IP67 Rated, water immersion and dust protected

•  Fully adjustable glare shield design

•  Patented THERMOBUSTER™ SORAA lamp design

•   Every fixture tested end of line for water tightness and light quality. 

•  Ships complete with selected accessories installed.

HK LIGHTING
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Accent  
& Landscape

Use our compact ZXL08 for smaller features and when lower  
light levels are preferred. 

The ZXL11, with integrated HK LED, and our ZX16 models, with 
on-board SORAA LED Lamp technology, are the workhorses for 
residential outdoor architectural and landscape environments.

For the ZX16, choose our celebrated modern side pivot design 
or more traditional center pivot aesthetic. Both versions deliver 
exceptional light in the same way.

ZXL08

ZXL11

ZX16

ZX16 
Center Pivot

Our small but capable accent lights 
range in size from 1.25 to 2.25" in 
diameter ensuring you experience the 
light and not the fixture.
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ZXL08
Discrete 1.25" accent light highlights smaller plants without 
being seen. It is also perfect for in-tree and architectural 
mounted applications. The HK LED light engine is maintenance 
free with extended life.

ZXL11
Versatile 1.65" accent light is your choice for integrated LED 
landscape lighting. Compact and powerful, it is perfect for 
illuminating residential trees and architectural elements. The 
HK LED  light engine ensures light performance for 50,000 
hours of use. 

Accent & Landscape

ZX16 / ZX16 Center Pivot
Prefer a lamp based solution for your residential landscape 
needs, both our modern and traditional center pivot 2.25" 
accent lights include the flexibility of an included SORAA high 
performance LED MR16 lamp. 

•  US patented integral SORAA® heat sink increases  
light quality and lamp life.

• Select from side or center pivot designs

Size

HK LED

Angled Glare 
Shield Available

Angled Glare 
Shield Available

Angled Glare 
Shield Available

1.25" dia. 1.65" dia. 2.25" dia. 2.25" dia.

3W ( 171 LM ) 7W (675 LM ) 7.5W (640 LM) 7.5W (640LM)

SORAA LED SORAA LEDHK LED

Angled Glare 
Shield Available

Light Engine

Watts (Lumens)

Glare Shields

ZXL08 ZXL11 ZX16 ZX16-CP

Side Pivot Side Pivot Side Pivot Center PivotStyle

MLV MLV MLV MLV Dimming

12V 12V 12V 12VVoltage

90 CRI, 3000K 90 CRI, 3000K 90 CRI, 3000K90 CRI, 3000KLight Quality

Medium  
Optic Kit (OPK-08) 
includes Narrow, 
Medium, Wide

Very Narrow 
( SORAA Snap  
Lens System)

Very Narrow 
(SORAA Snap  
Lens System)

Medium
Optic Kit (OPK-11) 
includes Narrow, 
Medium, Wide

Optics

50,000 hours 35,000 hours 35,000 hours  50,000 hoursRated LED Life:

240º vertical 
360º horizontal 

240º vertical 
360º horizontal 

240º vertical 
360º horizontal 

240º vertical 
360º horizontal 

Aimability
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Pathway

HK LIGHTING

With expertly crafted materials and a 
timeless design, these fixtures accentuate 
and illuminate while enhancing wayfinding 
and safety. Their tiny 1" diameter profiles 
and quality optics ensure focused light  
with discretion.

MBL08-1A

PATH-1-11L

MBL08-2A

PATH-L-08L-SQ
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PATH-1-11L
Essentially our 1.65" versatile ZXL11 accent light on a stick, this 
path light provides directional light that can cross wide paths, 
accent signage, and areas of interest like architectural details 
and artwork.

Pathway

PATH-L-08L-SQ
Simple and elegant 1" square design delivers a smooth 360º pool 
of illumination. Available in both 12" and 24" heights and highly 
complements modern residential designs. 

MBL08-1A
Elegant 1" round mini post light delivers a smooth 180º field of 
illumination. Perfect for lighting both pathways and lower height 
plants and ground cover. Thoughtful design minimizes fixture 
footprint and provides a beautiful alternative to traditional ‘top 
hat’ applications.

MBL08-2A
Strikingly beautiful 1" round mini post light delivers  fields of 
illumination from both sides of the fixture. Perfect for modern 
designs where high contrast lighting solutions are preferred. 

Size

HK LED

N/A N/A Angled Glare 
Shield Available

1.25" dia. / 18" high 1.25" dia. / 18" high 1.13" dia.
12 or 24" high

1.65" dia.
12 or 24" high

3W (50LM) 3W ( 50LM) 3W (125LM) 7W (675LM)

HK LED HK LEDHK LED

N/A

Light Engine

Watts (Lumens)

Glare Shields

MBL08-1A MBL08-2A PATH-L-08L-SQ PATH-1-11L

180º one-sided even 
illumination

Two-sided high 
contrast illumination

360º even 
illumination

Directional 
illumination

Illumination Style

MLV MLV MLV MLV Dimming

12V 12V 12V 12VVoltage

90 CRI, 3000K 90 CRI, 3000K 90 CRI, 3000K90 CRI, 3000KLight Quality

50,000 hours 50,000 hours 50,000 hours 50,000 hoursRated LED Life:

360º horizontal 360º horizontal 360º vertical
360º horizontal 

240º vertical
360º horizontal  

Aimability
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Flood  
& Wall Wash

Whether illuminating soft structured ground 
plants or broad architectural features, our flood 
light and wall wash offering combines their small 
footprints and capable LED.

ZXLF

ZXLF-L-08
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ZXLF
Compact yet powerful, this 2" versatile floodlight throws strong and 
even light distribution. It can be used on its own or with several to 
highlight architectural walls and large hedges or areas of similar 
landscape, where even lighting is preferred. 

ZXLF-L-08
Our newest design, this 1" square flood light throws a broad pool 
of soft illumination a short distance from its mounting position. 
The integrated glare shield minimizes fixture visibility making 
it a perfect solution for arid landscape plantings and small 
architectural features.

Flood & Wall Wash

Size

Included N/A

1.13" dia. 2.25" dia.

3W (125LM) 8W (300LM)

HK LED HK LEDLight Engine

Watts (Lumens)

Glare Shields

ZXLF-L-08 ZXLF

Short throw, even 
illumination

Longer throw, even 
illumination

Illumination Style

MLV MLV Dimming

12V 12VVoltage

90 CRI, 3000K 90 CRI, 3000KLight Quality

50,000 hours 50,000 hours  Rated LED Life:

360º vertical 
360º horizontal 

360º vertical 
360º horizontal 

Aimability
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CM3 CM5 CMLJ CB4.0

MH02 TM125

EX EL

CB5.5

GSA (angle)

MHCS

300W Outdoor 
Transformer

LightShrink 
Crimper

“  I am creating a paintbrush to  
draw light effects and art on  
a landscape canvas.” 
 
Hiroshi Kira, Founder HK Lighting 

Accessories
Keeping with our tradition of working closely with the lighting design community,  
we offer a multitude of accessories to simplify mounting and installation in any application.

GLARE SHIELD EXTENSIONS

TRANSFORMER, WIRING

CANOPY PLATES / MOUNTING BOXES

GROUND / TREE MOUNTS

LightShrink 
Connector, Small 
(20 pack)

LightShrink  
Connector, Medium 
(20 pack)

JB-1



HK LIGHTING
2151 Anchor Ct,  
Thousand Oaks, CA 91320
805.480.4881

sales@hklighting.com
hklighting.com

Professional grade lighting now available 
for your residential applications.

How can we help illuminate  
your next project?


